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The family role of the rooster is nowadays less well known to most people than the motherhood of the hen. The charm of
seeing a rooster with his hens appears in Chaucer’s portrait of Chanticleer in The Canterbury Tales:
This cock had in his princely sway and measure
Seven hens to satisfy his every pleasure,
Who were his sisters and his sweethearts true,
Each wonderfully like him in her hue,
Of whom the fairest-feathered throat to see
Was fair Dame Partlet. Courteous was she,
Discreet, and always acted debonairly.
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Rooster as a Symbol of Divine Fertility and Life Force
In ancient times, the rooster was esteemed for his sexual vigor; it is said that a healthy young rooster may mate as often as
thirty or more times a day. The rooster thus figures in religious history as a symbol of divine fertility and the life force. In
his own world of chickendom, the rooster – the cock – is a father, a lover, a brother, a food-finder, a guardian, and a
sentinel.
Aldrovandi extolled the rooster’s domestic virtues:
He is for us the example of the best and truest father of a family. For he not only presents himself as a vigilant
guardian of his little ones, and in the morning, at the proper time, invites us to our daily labor; but he sallies forth
as the first, not only with his crowing, by which he shows what must be done, but he sweeps everything, explores
and spies out everything.
Role of the Rooster – A Father and a Guardian
Finding food, “he calls both hens and chicks together to eat it while he stands like a father and host at a banquet . . .
inviting them to the feast, exercised by a single care, that they should have something to eat. Meanwhile he scurries about
to find something nearby, and when he has found it, he calls his family again in a loud voice. They run to the spot. He
stretches himself up, looks around for any danger that may be near, runs about the entire poultry yard, here and there
plucking up a grain or two for himself without ceasing to invite the others to follow him.”
A nineteenth-century poultry keeper wrote to his friend that his Shanghai cock was “very attentive to his Hens, and
exercises a most fatherly care over the Chicks in his yard. . . . He frequently would allow them to perch on his back, and
in this manner carry them into the house, and then up the chicken ladder.”
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Dr Davis: “They (Nathanial & Nicholas) were found walking together on a road in Greenbelt Maryland, a residential
area outside Washington, DC. They apparently had been abandoned and may have been actual brothers. People who
keep chickens constantly abandon roosters. They only want hens for eggs, and in suburban areas, local laws do not allow
roosters to be kept. It is so sad and infuriating. Fortunately, Nathanial and Nicholas were saved.”
My Relationship with the Roosters in Our Sanctuary
A less happy ambivalence appeared in a soft-colored gray and white rooster I named Ruby when he was brought to our
sanctuary as a young bird by a girl who swore he was a hen. Following me about the house on his brisk little legs, even
sleeping beside me on my pillow at night, Ruby grew up to be a rooster. In spite of our close relationship during his first
months of life, once he became sexually mature, Ruby’s attitude toward me changed.
In the yard with the other chickens, he showed no disposition to fight. He didn’t attack other birds or provoke
antagonisms. He fit in with the existing flock of hens and roosters, but toward me and other people he became
compulsively aggressive. As soon as I (or anyone) appeared in the yard, Ruby ran from wherever he was and physically
attacked us. Having to work in the yard under his vigilant eye, I took to carrying a bottomless birdcage and placing it over
him while I worked. When finished I would lift it off him and walk backward toward the gate with the birdcage in front of
me as a shield.

There is Always an Underlying Cause for Temperament Change
What I saw taking place in Ruby was a conflict he couldn’t control, and from which he suffered emotionally, between an
autonomous genetic impulse on the one hand, and his personal desire on the other to be friendly with me. He got to where
when he saw me coming with the birdcage, he would walk right up and let me place it over him as if grateful for my
protection against a behavior he didn’t want to carry out. Even more tellingly, he developed a syndrome of coughs and
sneezes whenever I approached, symptomatic, I believed, of his inner turmoil. He didn’t have a respiratory infection, and
despite his antagonism toward me, I never felt that he hated me but rather that he suffered from his dilemma, including his
inability to manage it.
Combat is Unnatural for Roosters
My personal experience with our sanctuary roosters confirms the literature I’ve read about wild and feral chickens
documenting that the majority of roosters do not physically and compulsively attack one another. Chickens maintain a
social order in which every member of the flock has a place and finds a place. During the day our roosters and hens break
up into small, fluctuating groups that are somewhat, but by no means, rigidly territorial. Antagonisms between roosters are
resolved with bloodless showdowns and face-offs. The most notable exception is when a new rooster is introduced into an
existing flock, which may provoke a temporary flare up, but even then, there is no predicting.
Roosters are Playful
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Last year I placed newcomer Benjamin in a yard already occupied by two other roosters, Rhubarb and Oliver and their
twenty or so hens, and he fit in right away. Ruby won immediate acceptance when I put him outside in the chickenyard
after living in the house with me for almost six months. In dealing with Ruby I found an unexpected ally in our large red
rooster Pola, who was so attentive to me, all I had to do was call him, and he bolted over from his hens and let me pick
him up and hold him. I have a greeting card photograph of Pola and me “crowing” together, my one hand clasped over his
swelled-out chest, my other hand holding his claw, in a duet I captioned “With Heart and Voice.”
Playfully, I got into the habit of yelling “Pola, Help!” whenever Ruby acted like he was ready to come after me, which
worked as well as the birdcage. Hearing my call, Pola would perk up, race over to where Ruby was about to charge, and
run him off with such cheerful alacrity it was as if he knew this was our little game together. I’d always say, “Thank you,
Pola, thank you!” and he acted very pleased with his performance and the praise I lavished on him for “saving” me. He
stuck out his chest, stretched up his neck, flapped his wings vigorously, and crowed triumphantly a few times.
Roosters are Full of Energy and Enthusiasm
Roosters crow to announce their accomplishments. Even after losing a skirmish, a rooster will often crow as if to
compensate for his loss or deny its importance or call it a draw. Last summer as I sat reading outside with the chickens, I
was diverted by our two head roosters, Rhubarb and Sir Valery Valentine, crowing back and forth at each other in their
respective yards just a few feet apart. It looked like Sir Valery was intentionally crossing a little too far into Rhubarb’s
territory, and Rhubarb kept dashing at him to reinforce the boundary.
There was not a hint of hostility between them; rather the contest, I decided as I watched them go at it, was being carried
out as a kind of spirited mock ritual, in which each rooster rushed at the other, only to halt abruptly on his own side of the
invisible buffer zone they apparently had agreed upon. At that point, each rooster paced up and down on his own side,
steadily eyeing the other bird and crowing at him across the divide. After ten minutes or so, they each backed off and were
soon engrossed in other activities.
Roosters, Hens, and their Social Life Together
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Roosters are so energetic and solicitous toward their hens, so intensely focused on every aspect of their social life together
that one of the saddest things to see is a rooster in a state of decline due to age, illness or both. An aging or ailing rooster
who can no longer hold his own in the flock suffers severely. He droops, and I have even heard a rooster cry over his loss
of place and prestige within his flock. This is what happened to our rooster Jules – “Gentleman Jules,” as my husband
fondly named him – who came to our sanctuary in the following way.
One day I received a phone call from the resident of an apartment building outside Washington, DC, saying that a rooster
was loose in the complex and was being chased by children who were throwing stones at him. After two weeks of trying,
she managed to lure the rooster into the laundry room and called me to come get him. Expecting to find a cowering and
emaciated creature needing to be carefully lifted out of a corner, I discovered instead a bright-eyed perky, chatty little
fellow with glossy black feathers.
I drove him to our sanctuary and set him outside with the flock, which at the time included our large white broiler rooster
Henry, and our feisty bantam rooster, Bantu, who loved nothing better than sitting in the breeze under the trees with his
two favorite large brown hens, Nadia and Nadine.
Do Hens Love Sweet-Natured Roosters…
Jules was a sweet-natured rooster, warm and affectionate to the core. He was a natural leader, and the hens loved him. Our
dusky brown hen Petal, whom we’d adopted from another sanctuary, was especially devoted to Jules. Petal had curled
gnarly toes, which didn’t stop her from whisking away from anyone she didn’t want to come near her; otherwise she sat
still watching everything, especially Jules. Petal never made a sound; she didn’t cluck like most hens – except when Jules
left her side a little too long. Then all of a sudden, the silent and immobile hen with the watchful eye let out a raucous
SQUAWK, SQUAWK, SQUAWK, that didn’t stop until Jules had lifted his head up from whatever he was doing, and
muttering to himself, ran over to comfort his friend.
Roosters Leave a Lasting Impression
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Two years after coming to live with us, Jules developed a respiratory infection that with treatment seemed to go away, but
left him weak and vulnerable. He returned to the chickenyard only to find himself supplanted by Glippie, with whom he
had used to be cordial, but was now dueling, and he didn’t have the heart or strength for it. His exuberance ebbed out of
him and he became sad; there is no other word for the total condition of mournfulness he showed. His voice, which had
always been cheerful, changed to moaning tones of woe. He banished himself to the outer edges of the chickenyard where
he paced up and down, bawling so loudly I could hear him crying from inside the house.
I brought him in with me and sought to comfort my beloved bird, who showed by his whole demeanor that knew he was
dying and was hurt through and through by what he had become. Jules developed an abdominal tumor. One morning our
veterinarian placed him gently on the floor of his office after a final and futile overnight stay. Jules looked up at me from
the floor and let out a low groan of “ooooohh” so broken that it pierced me through. I am pierced by it now, remembering
the sorrow expressed by this dear sweet creature, “Gentleman Jules,” who had loved his life and his hens and was leaving
it all behind.
Epilogue: Male Chicks of the Egg Industry who Never Grow Up to become Roosters
The journey from birth to death in the life of chickens follows a rhythm ordained by Nature, just like any other animals’
journey. In the case of male chickens, male chicks grow up to become roosters within 4 to 6 months’ time.
In Nature, a rooster lives up to 8, sometimes even 15 years of age. However, the egg industry, disregarding natural laws,
justice, and ethics, systematically kills male chicks immediately after they are born.
Why? Because male chicks do not lay eggs. Basically, they are of no *use* in commercial egg production, apart from a
certain number required for breeding flocks. In India, eggs are deemed “vegetarian,” but actually, every egg has two
victims – the hen and the little male chick deliberately crushed inside a grinder because he cannot profit the industry. The
breeding flocks of hens and roosters are also victims since they, too, are slaughtered within two years of life.
Please watch this minute-long PETA video, according to which, worldwide, around 7 billion male chicks are destroyed
each year by the egg industry.
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“Over the years, we’ve had several egg-industry roosters in our sanctuary. In the U.S., they are almost always the White
Leghorns, representing the type of hens most used for commercial egg production. They are very nice, friendly birds. This
is Luce, who was rescued by UPC member Laurie Melichar. Every year in the United States, a quarter of a billion of these
beautiful male chickens are buried alive or ground up alive by the egg industry as soon as they are born. These birds
represent 250 million more reasons each year to go – and stay – vegan.”
Dr. Karen Davis

